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Nbte :- All questions are compulsory. Assume any missing data

suitably.

1. Attempt any four parts : (5x4=20)

(a) Briefly discuss the functioning of CRI display.

(b) Specif, a digitizer for the CAD application andjusti& your

. choice.

(c) Write a short note on different graphic standards used in

CAD system.

(d) What are geometric models ? Discuss different types of

geometric models used in a CAD system.

(e) With the help of a flow chart explain the 'do-while'repetition

structure.

(0 Write the output of following program with explanation :

# inciude <stdio.n>
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intmain0

t
inti;

for(i:0;i<100;i+)

t

Print("Iwill not dothis job'");

)

return 0;

1t

2. AttemPt arrY four Parts :

J\-{$

(5x4=20)

(a) Using the DDA algorithm digitise the line to be drawn from

(10,20)to (150, 125)-

O) Differentiate between the pararnetric hnd non-parametric

curve forms.

(c) A square with an edge length of 10 units is located on the

origin with one of the edge at an angle of 30" with the

+X axis. Calculate the new position of the square if it is

rotatedaboutZaxisbyanangle3ffinclockwisedirectiqn.

(d) UsiWthe Bresenham's line drawing algorithm plot Sd
with end points at (10, 5) and (15, 9)'

(e) What is reflection transformation ? Write ttre steps involve

in determining reflection mbtixwhen axis of refleetion is

a line Y: mx * c'

(0 What are B-Spline curves ? State their advantages"
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Attempt anY two Parts : (10x2=20)

(a) What is the parametric form of a curve ? Develq the

parametric equation for a circle and a parabola'

{b) Generate aBezier curve using following control points:

(1, 0), (3, Z), (4, l'),(3, -l ), (4, -2) and (5, -1)'

(c)DiscussaboutthebasiccharacteristicsofSolidModeling.

What are the different ways of representing a solid models

in a CAD sYstem ?

Attempt any two Parts : (10x2=20)

(a) Design a helical compression spring for a maximum load

of 2 lC.I for a deflection of 50 mm for a spring index of 5'

The maximum permissible shear stress for wire is 420 MPa

anllmodulus of rigidity is 84000 N/mm2'

(b) Write a CtC++ program for design of a hollow sleeve

coupling.

(c) Explain following cormmands with respect to Auto CAD :

(i) Extend

(D Chamfer

(O Mirror.

Attempt anY two Part :

(a) Using the method of Least Square

function of x in the given data set :

x I t2 17 22 3l

v 10 2.1 33 la 5t
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(b) Find the numerical integration "f f-It using:' dl+x-

O Trapezoidal Rule

1(ii) Simpson's | rule.
J

Divide the range into four equal parts. Also calculate error

in each case.

(c) Considerthe bar shown in the figure. A force of 600 kN is

applied at the mid point of the bar. Determine the nodal

displacements, end reactions and stress in the bar. Cross

section area of the bar is 200 mm2.

Take E:2 x 10a MPa and B: 1.2 mm.
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